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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following statements about a docking station are
true?
Each correct answer represents a complete solution. Choose two.
A. Docking station is also known as a workstation.
B. It allows a laptop to connect to desktop I/O devices such as
full-sized keyboards, CRT monitors, etc.
C. It is a large circuit board found in a computer on which a
CPU is mounted.
D. It is a specialized case into which an entire laptop can be

inserted.
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
A docking station is a specialized case into which an entire
laptop can be inserted. This allows the laptop to connect to
desktop I/O devices such as full-sized keyboards, CRT monitors,
etc. Docking stations are highly proprietary items that are
designed for use with specific computer models. It is useful
for a user who wants to maintain only one computer system and
avoid transferring information between two computers. With a
docking port and a well-equipped laptop, a user can get the
environment of both a laptop and a desktop computer. Answer
option C is incorrect. A motherboard is a large circuit board
found in a computer on which a CPU is mounted. Answer option B
is incorrect. A workstation is a computer in a network from
where a user works.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A system administrator created a tenant with URL name "fin" for
the finance team. The fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of the
appliance is vra.rainpole.local.
What is the correct URL to log in to the finance tenant?
A. https://vra.rainpole.local/org/fin
B. https://vra.rainpole.local/vcac/org/finance
C. https://vra.rainpole.local/org/finance
D. https://vra.rainpole.local/vcac/org/fin
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Select and Place:
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Small Office
*Redundant Links
*Internet Deployment Model
Medium Office
*Redundant devices
*Private WAN deployment
Large Office
*Redundant Links and Devices
*MPLS Deployment model
Small Branch Design
The small branch design is recommended for branch offices that
do not require hardware
redundancy and that have a small user base supporting up to 50

users. This profile consists of an access
router providing WAN services and connections for the LAN
services. The Layer 3 WAN services are
based on the WAN and Internet deployment model. A T1 is used
for the primary link, and an ADSL
secondary link is used for backup. Other network fundamentals
are supported, such as EIGRP, floating
static routes, and QoS for bandwidth protection.
Medium Branch Design
The medium branch design is recommended for branch offices of
50 to 100 users, which is similar
to the small branch but with an additional access router in the
WAN edge (slightly larger) allowing for
redundancy services.
Large Branch Design
The large branch design is the largest of the branch profiles,
supporting between 100 and 1000
users. This design profile is similar to the medium branch
design in that it also provides dual access
routers in the WAN edge. In addition, dual Adaptive Security
Appliances (ASA) are used for stateful firewall
filtering, and dual distribution switches provide the
multilayer switching component. The WAN services use
an MPLS deployment model with dual WAN links into the WAN
cloud.
Cisco Press CCDA 640-864 Official Certification Guide Fourth
Edition, Chapter 7

NEW QUESTION: 4
Scenario:
A customer network engineer has edited their OSPF network
configuration and now your customer is experiencing network
issues. They have contacted you to resolve the issues and
return the network to full functionality.

The OSPF neighbour relationship has been lost between R1 and
R3. What is causing this problem?
A. A neighbor statement needs to be configured in R1 and R3
pointing at each other.
B. The R1 network type should be changed to point-to-multipoint
non-broadcast.
C. The hello, dead and wait timers on R1 need to be
reconfigured to match the values on R3.
D. The serial interface in R1 should be taken out of the
shutdown state.

Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
In order for two OSPF routers to become neighbors, they must
have matching network types across the links.
In this case, we see that R1 has been configured as
non-broadcast and R3 is using point to point non-broadcast.
This can be seen by issuing the "show running-config" command
on each router, or the "show ip ospf interface" command:
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